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News to know

Consumer Spending is on the Rise Post-Covid- and Advertising is Too
Many businesses slashed advertising budgets in 2020 due to the uncertainty of the
pandemic’s impact on sales. As life returns to normal with restrictions lifted and
vaccination rates up, marketers are redoubling their efforts to draw customers. Businesses
are buying up media quickly, particularly traditional media. Inventory could soon be in
short supply as companies drastically increase their advertising spending to capitalize on
strong consumer demand. Now is the time to take advantage of the re-opening spending
spree by purchasing media before it’s all gone.
The economy’s V-shaped recovery is helping the advertising market to rebound more
rapidly than it did after the Great Recession of 2008. The Commerce Department’s recent
consumer spending data shows that Americans are spending heavily post-pandemic. With
a strong pre-pandemic economy and record levels of government stimulus, fears of a
consumer spending slowdown have dissipated. Many economists are instead predicting a
boom.

Brian Wieser of media investment company GroupM predicts that the U.S. will see higher
advertising spending than in the last “normal” year of 2019, gaining back what it lost in
2020 and surpassing that. According to media analyst Michael Nathanson of
MoffettNathanson Research, the ratio of ad spending to the U.S. GDP did not inflect down
as would be expected in an economic slump, rather it rose higher.
Pent-up consumer demand is turning into high rates of growth for in-person activities,
such as travel, concerts, theater, outdoor activities, and sporting events. Spending is also
up in transit, restaurants, clothes and beauty as people ditch the sweats to go out.
Advertising agency Magna predicts that the automotive, beverage, movie and travel
industries will spur the strongest advertising revenue growth. In addition, Magna forecasts
that the summer Olympics is expected to drive $800 million in incremental advertising
revenue. These high rates of ad revenue growth will translate to media being a hot
commodity in the upcoming months.
If you would like to learn more about how Engage Media can help your business, please
visit our website, www.engagemedia.com or reach out to info@engagemedia.com. Our
team of professionals specializes in proven methods in digital and traditional media.
Source: https://www.axios.com/advertising-industry-covid-pandemic-80c4c676-4ab5-4690-a5a7-0d897df76d49.html

Google has proposed a new timeline to withdraw support for third-party cookies. The
online advertising giant is now suggesting its market-leading Chrome browser will
implement the process in 2023, instead of next year.

Click here to read more.

Much has already been written about how COVID-19 has dramatically changed consumer
behavior. Across industries and regions, people prioritized essentials and reduced impulse
purchases. At the same time, people facing closed stores, reduced hours, and socialdistancing requirements turned to e-commerce, which grew 27.6% worldwide in 2020,
according to eMarketer.

Click here to read more.

When pandemic lockdowns swept the country in Spring 2020, there were concerns that
the booming podcast business might take a pause — the dramatic decline in people
commuting meant fewer people listening on the go. Podcast downloads did initially
decline, 10% between February 25 and March 25, but instead of that decline accelerating,
digital audio rebounded, and 2020 catapulted a new generation of social audio companies
into prominence.

Click here to read more.

Yes, marketing can and may always have a bit of party planning and sign making. It's part
of the territory. But what elevates marketing to become a strategic partner with leaders in
your organization is moving beyond these conversations to key questions and imperatives
for the success of your business.

Click here to read more.

Consumers give you their information to tell you what they’re interested in, and in turn, you
can better understand how to address their needs. Sometimes multiple touchpoints are
necessary to nurture the lead to a conversion.
This relationship can be challenging to manage, and at the same time, consumers expect
these interactions to be seamless, fast, and relevant. We know that as a lead-generation
advertiser, you have unique challenges and goals.

Click here to read more.

Fashion trends are shifting as consumers prepare for the post-pandemic world, Manish
Chandra, CEO of online resaler Poshmark, told CNBC Thursday. Sales of clothing for
going out are on the rise after roughly a year of lockdowns. Meanwhile, fitness apparel
purchases are on the decline, and the e-commerce platform is a channel for buyers and
sellers to “purge” their closets.

Click here to read more.

For over a decade, Google search has been the first place we go whenever we need to
find information on virtually anything. It’s used countless times a day on our computers,
our smartphones, in our cars and even in our homes. Whether it’s to make a dinner
reservation or to look up flight information, saying “Hey Google” or “Alexa” has become
second nature. Most recently, our interactions with Google have typically revolved around
screens and voice, but if you ask experts what the next advancement for interaction is
heading, they’ll say it’s visual.

Click here to read more.

June 8 marked the launch of Amazon Sidewalk, a new feature that promises to keep your
home devices better connected, especially around the edges of your property. The gist is
that select Amazon Echo smart speakers and Ring gadgets will serve as bridges capable
of connecting with other Sidewalk-enabled devices at long range using wireless Bluetooth
LE or 900MHz LoRa signals -- plus a small fraction of your home network's bandwidth. By
doing so, these products will become part of a sort of mesh network, with your Echo or
Ring device acting as a middleman between your router and, say, those smart lights in the
backyard that sit right at the edge of Wi-Fi range.
But Sidewalk isn't just for your outdoor lights and other smart home devices: It's for
everybody's gadgets. If your neighbor uses a Sidewalk-enabled mailbox sensor that's in

range of the Sidewalk bridges in your home, that sensor may very well use your network
to connect to the cloud.

Click here to read more.
What would you pay to use Twitter? I’ll be honest, I’ve gotten pretty used to paying
nothing. Twitter is looking to change that with Twitter Blue. The rise of the internet over the
past decade has brought forth one of my favorite things: subscription services. Whether it
be Netflix, Amazon Prime, or Hello Fresh, subscription services have been there to allow
me to pay a low monthly rate to get a valuable asset: a great entertainment library, faster
shipping, or food right to my door. But it’s time to add one more. Let me pay money to
change the color of the Twitter logo.

Click here to read more.

Like so many media companies before it, Instagram is gearing up for a sweeping embrace
of video as its content of choice, the platform’s head, Adam Mosseri, announced on
Wednesday. As TikTok and YouTube have seen explosive success with influencer-driven
video content, they’ve emerged as serious competitors for Instagram, siphoning away
eyeballs with the exact type of content Instagram is already famous for elevating. In
response to this, Mosseri said that Instagram is planning to implement several newlydesigned initiatives to keep itself relevant, including experimenting with recommending
users full-screen videos in their feeds, including those from accounts they do not already
follow.

Click here to read more.
As I write this, I am undistracted by the clock at the bottom-right of my screen. Why? I’m
not racing toward close-of-play deadlines or mentally fried from an unrelenting day at my
desk. Instead, I am operating in the “my time”—a COVID-born phenomenon that has
enabled many of us to work to our natural biorhythms throughout 24-hour cycles, at
intervals when we are at our most productive, creative, and receptive.

Click here to read more.

Instagram wants to be more like TikTok. TikTok is extending the length of its videos to be
more like YouTube. Roku seems to be following the Netflix playbook and investing in
original video.

Click here to read more.

The reports were accurate: TikTok is expanding into job recruitment. As of today, the
company has launched a pilot program that allows people in the US to apply for entry,
associate and senior level positions by tagging videos they upload to the platform using
the #TikTokResumes hashtag. You can see a list of the approximately three dozen
companies that are taking part in the pilot, as well as the jobs they're hiring for, by visiting
TikTok's dedicated resumes website. Some of the more notable brands taking part include
Shopify, Target and the Detroit Pistons. Applicants have until July 31st to apply for the first
set of jobs posted on the platform.

Click here to read more.

Last week, Amazon said it would turn on Sidewalk, its mesh network that uses Bluetooth
and 900MHz radio signals to communicate between devices, on June 8. I imagine that
most people, even those who bought an Echo smart speaker in the past few years, have
no idea what Sidewalk is.

Click here to read more.

I was driving up through Pennsylvania last summer, somewhere along US Route 15
between Harrisburg and Williamsport, when I saw a familiar face: a goofy cartoon duck
wearing a green bowtie. It was the logo for DuckDuckGo, the privacy-focused search
engine, along with a message: “Tired of Being Tracked Online? We Can Help.”

Click here to read more.

LinkedIn has introduced Event Ads and the ability to “Boost” organic posts from within a
brand’s page, the company announced Tuesday. Alongside these ad products, the
professional networking platform also announced Custom Streaming integrations and
Mobile Page Analytics.“Boosted” posts. Brands can now increase their post’s reach
directly from their LinkedIn page. This feature, known as “Boost,” creates a campaign in
an ad account associated with your page.

Click here to read more.

Watching TV has always been a guilty pleasure of mine. Growing up, it was a regular
pastime to gather with friends and watch our favorite weekly show. Nowadays, I unwind by
watching where and when I want, which usually means catching up on “The Real
Housewives of Atlanta” on YouTube TV, or youtwoTV on YouTube. While the way I watch
TV has evolved a lot over the course of my life, the delight it brings is constant.
In the past year particularly, we’ve seen video streaming emerge as people’s preferred
way to enjoy content. During 2021, nearly 83% of households will have at least one
connected TV, used by at least one person every month. CTV is now mainstream viewing
behavior in the U.S.

Click here to read more.

Google is discontinuing its mobile shopping app in favor of desktop. Shopping allows
consumers to shop across thousands of stores and purchase products using a Google
Account.

Click here to read more.

Of all the things attributable to climate change, the rotational poles moving differently is
definitely one of the weirder ones. But a new study shows that’s exactly what’s happening.
It builds on previous findings to show that disappearing ice is playing a major role, and
shows that groundwater depletion is responsible for contributing to wobbles as well.

Click here to read more.

TikTok just passed a considerable milestone: unseating the mighty Instagram. Qualifying
that statement, it has pulled ahead in a specific usage segment, but an important one.

eMarketer reports that it has passed Instagram in Gen-Z users in the U.S. It’s also on
pace to catch up to Snapchat on the same measure by 2025.

Click here to read more.
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